
Microsoft Windows 11 Helps Your School Achieve More  
by Understanding the Needs of Everyone  

Students want solutions that adapt to them. Windows 11 devices use built-in 
adaptive software to deliver a more symbiotic learning experience. The fresh, 
calm, and modern user experience connects students to what they love, and 
adapts to how they want to learn and work.

Educators desire products that are cloud ready, but not cloud dependent. 
Windows 11 devices have tools that minimize distractions along with HD 
cameras, clear audio, and long battery life. Teachers can rest assured that the 
focus will be on their lesson plans. 

IT Managers need devices that are easy to deploy, manage, repair, and 
secure. Windows Autopilot paired with Windows 11 devices are designed with 
this in mind—all while featuring the industry-leading security features that IT 
expects. 

School Administrators require technology that’s affordable, accessible, 
and meets the ever-increasing demands of hybrid learning. Microsoft’s 
cloud services, like Microsoft 365, provide schools greater control over their 
technology and lessen the need for expensive infrastructure to manage it.

Education leaders are solving their biggest problems across all institutions by implementing the right technologies 
with Windows 11 . Windows 11 devices are affordable, easy to deploy, help minimize the distractions of hybrid 
learning, address Internet connectivity concerns, and keep students engaged in lesson plans.

Contact us about how Windows 11 devices and apps will help your education institution achieve more!



75% 
of schools say 

they would ideally 
offer digital tools, like 

one laptop per student, and 
87% of teachers expect to 

use more technology to teach 
this year. Those expectations 

will only increase, so stay 
ahead of expectations 

with Windows 11 
solutions.

Want to learn more about Windows 11 and the right Microsoft tools needed for anyone 
in education who wants to reimagine learning environments? Contact me today! 

Reimagining  
Learning Environments 
with Windows 11

Windows 11 SE: 
Inclusivity and equity are important to Microsoft—that’s why they’ve 
designed a unique, built from the ground up OS specifically for education. 
• Streamlined and secure with a simplified user experience
• Optimized for online and offline work
• Compatible with the best of Microsoft 365 
• Improved accessibility with touch screen and voice typing
• Optimized for cloud managed services, providing  

greater control over technology and lessening the  
need for expensive management infrastructure

Microsoft Learning Tools have more than 7 million monthly active users across Word, OneNote, Outlook, Microsoft 
Edge, and Office Lens2 and is supported in more than 30 languages. Learning Tools increase reading speed and 
comprehension for students of all abilities, leading to test scores that are 10 percent higher than students who 
did not use Learning Tools. 

Windows 11: 
Several Windows Device options were crafted with 
education and hybrid learning needs in mind:
• Affordable laptops and tablet options, starting at $219
• Special licensing pricing for Microsoft 365 Education, 

which includes Microsoft Teams
• Easy to deploy, manage and repair 
• Free training, tools, and workshops to build confidence 

in teaching and learning
• Accessibility tools for vision, hearing, and speech
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